Area A
Carl & Kristina da Costa S17

10:30 - 10:58

THE POWER OF YOUR IMAGINATION - when we were children we could imagine
anything and by teenage we have forgotten how. It's not too late to relearn and
harness the power of your BRAIN to create literally anything you want. We simply
have to rediscover the power of IMAGINATION and watch OUR WORLD CHANGE.
Medicine Crow

11:00 - 11:58

YOUR STUFF - the baggage you carry is just "STUFF" that has happened to you over
your lifetime. Your "STUFF" can guide you or lead you astray.
Robert J Haywood S28

12:00 - 12:58

THREE DOORWAYS a deeper wisdom talk with Robert ... Crystal Bowls, Ancient
Totem Animal Wisdom and Equine Assisted Therapy.
Mas Sajady S7

13:00 - 13:58

RADICAL SELF-HEALING ACTIVATION through TIMELESS CONSCIOUSNESS dive deep into your own FREQUENCY CORE and start operating from
EXPONENTIAL INTELLIGENCE where to instantly reach all areas of your life for
rapid, tangible and seemingly miraculous transformation.
Linda Dowsett S21

14:00 - 14:58

GROUP HEALING and GUIDANCE - Channeled light language frequencies from
Celestial Beings of LOVE, Intergalactic Council of Light and Gaia. Connect to your
Soul and come home to your HEART.
Jeanette Wilson S10 & S11

15:00 - 15:58

PSYCHIC SURGERY - working with entities of Light, Spirit world Doctors and
Surgeons, work thru Jeanette with amazing results, often removing pain and
restriction within minutes.
Mas Sajady S7
UNLOCKING the MIRACLE MINDSET - deep within our SPIRIT is a well of
MIRACULOUS ENERGY, wanting to be revealed. Mas is a life-architect who guides
and aids you in editing your SPIRITUAL BLUEPRINT, so you can access
EXPONENTIAL INTELLIGENCE, the TRUTH of the UNIVERSE and ABUNDANCE
within.
Medicine Crow

16:00 - 16:58

LETTING GO - This workshop STARTS - 5pm to 7pm $35.00 per person. Letting Go
of the baggage that you carry, can lead to happiness, healthiness and wealthiness.

17:00 - 17:28

Lear how to really let it all go and feel the FREEDOM. Take a journey through Active
Meditation.

Area B
Kim Lawlor A58

10:30 - 10:58

EARTHLOVE - Leave Only Footprints. FIND out what it means to LIVE a ZERO waste
lifestyle and what changes you can make to improve your HEALTH and live more
SUSTAINABILITY.
Geshe Nyima Dorjee A42

11:00 - 11:58

Breathing Meditation is the foundation for achieving Calm Abiding, Samatha. It
steadies, unifies and concentrates the mind to build mental pliancy.
Dr Corin Storky S20

12:00 - 12:58

Understanding Chronic Fatigue and Autoimmunity - learn about the mechanisms
behind chronic fatigue and the inflammatory cascade and how they affect our Health.
Kim Mehlhopt A33

13:00 - 13:58

SOUNDS LIKE SPIRIT - A Psychic Medium, Psychic readings and Master Healer,
come and hear Kim ....
Rosina Bond A13

14:00 - 14:58

NUMEROLOGY - join me to hear about the FINANCIAL INFLUENCE of the NUMBER
3 of 2019 for you personally and your business. This year is the beginning of
CHANGE and SUCCESS.
Mette Flaaten S9

15:00 - 15:58

WHY DIETS DON'T WORK - we explain the CIRCLE of LIFE which is a Health
Coaching tool that is to gain CLARITY on which areas of your LIFE are in need of
some TLC!
Vasumi S38
MAYAN VISIONS for the NEW TIME - Part 2 Aligning to EARTH'S TRUE DREAMING
with the CODES of the MAYA. Explore Earths primary purpose and ALIGN to your
own contract in alignment with our BELOVED PLANET.
Carl & Kristina da Costa S16

16:00 - 16:58

TRANSFORMATIONAL MEDITATION - learn the ART of Transformational Meditation
to change any aspect of your life and harness your body's own healing properties, as

17:00 - 17:28

well as signal the QUANTUM FIELD of your intentions in order to bring
TRANSFORMATION to every area of your life.

Area C
Rachel Zahner S31

10:30 - 10:58

INTRODUCTION to PAST LIVES - learning about how our past life experiences can
affect us in our current lives and how clearing past life memory can release limiting
beliefs, fears, phobias and relationship difficulties.
Right Spin Health Products S8

11:00 - 11:58

ILLUMINATE YOUR LIFE with IMMUNOLUME PRO - reach and maintain optimal
HEALTH and LONGEVITY. Reboot your immune-system against skin/auto-immune
and more severe conditions with a 1 month course of our SUNSHINE activated
supplement.
James Devitt A36

12:00 - 12:58

SPIRITUALITY for the 21st CENTURY - learn the real information about PROJECT
EARTH, and things such as Ascension and what is truly HAPPENING in the WORLD
today - as well as your place as a STARSEED on Mother EARTH.
Gina Haines A55

13:00 - 13:58

THE ART OF LIVING HAPPY -This sacred workshop explores Real Authenticity,
Happiness in Work, Life and LOVE from Gina's latest book "YOU PHORIA" - The Art
of Authenticity.
Bronwyn Sheehan A13

14:00 - 14:58

SPEED DATING for your BUSINESS - business mentoring for SUPPORT, through our
MASTERMIND Groups. Hear Bronwyn share valuable insights on how to MAXIMISE a
new or EXISTING Business in Christchurch.
Glenn & Jen Phelan A9

15:00 - 15:58

EMPOWERING PEOPLE - a system which unites all people in removing many costs
of LIVING, where we can once again live free of COST.
Jacqui Randall A64

16:00 - 16:58

4PM - TIRED of FIGHTING the BATTLE of the BULGE. Are you after, SIMPLE,
REALISTIC RESULTS - join me and find out how to balance life and your LOVE of
FOOD, for the BEST RESULTS. 4.30PM - NV Beauty with Benefits - NV Airbrush
MAKEUP DEMO
17:00 - 17:28

Dr Helen Smith A43

17:00 - 17:28

Dianetics Mental Technology, working with the reactive mind to clear the negative
aspects that hold you back from your full potential. Come and find out how this simple
technique works.
Margie Hulse

00:00 - 00:00

0

Area D
Kate Mander S33

00:00 - 00:00
10:30 - 10:58

BODY INTELLIGENCE - learn about BIO-DYNAMIC Craniosacral Therapy training for
GOOD HEALTH. New Courses starting.
Glenn & Jen Phelan A9

11:00 - 11:58

Manaian Way - A system which unites all people in removing many costs of LIVING,
where we can once again live free of COST.
Sarah Emma S15

12:00 - 12:58

Learn tips and tools (EFT, muscle testing and overwriting your beliefs) to help you to
return to a life of love, joy and abundance.
Jeanette Wilson S10 and S11

13:00 - 13:58

EMOTIONAL REPROGRAMMING - What if it was POSSIBLE to change your
EMOTIONAL reaction to people and events. This 1 hour workshop, shows you how it
is possible to REPROGRAM YOURSELF and others EMOTIONALLY.
Margie Hulse A12

14:00 - 14:58

MONEY and WEALTH - IS IT SPIRITUAL? Often at times, we are told having money
isn't Spireitual - what if there was another way of looking at things, at Life.
Caren Constable A18

15:00 - 15:58

ESSENTIAL OILS are incredibly powerful - introducing you to a world class, science
based natural health and wellness toolbox for you and your family - live stress-free
and chemical free lifestyles.
David Barnett S27

15:30 - 16:58
16:00
15:58

The range of Crystal Drinking Bottles and the positive and physical effects on
HEALTH and well being when drinking water from the CRYSTAL BOTTLES
Hayleigh McDonald
MEDITATION - a connective MEDITATION that will have you meet YOURSELF in the
NOW, moving past our logic mind and language. Come and PLAY within a SPACE of
JOY and FREEDOM.

17:00 - 17:28

00:00 - 00:00

